It is a common knowledge that the increasingly growing capabilities of HPC systems are always limited by a number of efficiency related issues. The reasons can be very different: hardware failures, incorrect job scheduling, peculiarities of algorithm, chosen programming technology specifics, etc. Most of these issues can be detected after precise analysis, but is a very resourceful way to study every application run. Therefore we performed less complicated analysis of the whole supercomputer job flow. In this paper we share our experience of analyzing user applications job states assigned by the SLURM resource manager that is used on the Lomonosov-2 system at Supercomputing center of Lomonosov Moscow State University. The statistics on job states was collected and it revealed that the ratio of correctly finished jobs (with the COMPLETED state) was rather low. The jobs owners were asked if the distribution of their jobs states is normal regarding their applications. This user feedback was processed, and some new ways of efficiency gain were revealed as the result.
Introduction
Supercomputers are constantly getting more and more powerful -the current #1 supercomputer in the world, Summit, has more than 180 PFlop/s in peak [1] . Such trend is dictated by the desire to solve increasingly complex computational problems that arise in various scientific areas. But in order to achieve this goal it is necessary not only to increase the performance of computing systems, but also to ensure high efficiency of their functioning. And this is a big problem in modern systems, since the efficiency of their usage is usually low [2] .
This problem is directly related to the low efficiency of individual parallel applications running on the supercomputer. One of the main reasons for applications not being effective is quite a significant ratio of incorrect application launches. There are various reasons for that: incorrect input data or wrong input parameters specified in the application, issues with the file system or interconnect switches, MPI-related issues, compute node fails, etc. All these problems decrease the useful utilization of supercomputers, so it is natural for the management of supercomputer centers to try minimizing the number of such problems.
In the Research computing center of Moscow State University (RCC MSU) we decided to conduct a study of these issues on the Lomonosov-2 supercomputer installed in our supercomputer center. One of the basic information that can be used to estimate the correctness of supercomputer job flow is the states of finished job runs. We collected the statistics on the states of all finished jobs during several months of Lomonosov-2 functioning and found out that the ratio of correctly finished jobs (with the COMPLETED state) is surprisingly low. So it was decided to ask the users about the reasons of such seemingly unproductive behavior, concerning their jobs. This paper is devoted to the deep analysis of job state statistics on Lomonosov-2 supercomputer based on the communication with the users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes our previous research concerning efficiency analysis of particular parallel applications and the supercomputer usage in general, as well as related works performed by other scientists. The process of collecting data for the job state analysis is described in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of collected data as well as the results and useful ideas developed during this study. Last section contains conclusion and our plans for future work.
Background and Related Work
The efficiency of any supercomputer is affected by many factors. Our team has a long experience in optimizing the efficiency of our supercomputers. The first important step is to understand the supercomputer behavior in general and identify the key factors that cause inefficiency. Then it is possible to eliminate or at least to reduce the impact of the found factors and evaluate the results of taken actions.
Our RCC MSU team uses the approach described in [3] , which enables us to collect the most detailed information on both the hardware part [4] and the computing job [5] . The collected data is analyzed both in automatic and manual modes. The system monitoring data gives information on how well the supercomputer is loaded. But a high load does not always mean high efficiencyif a large amount of resources is spent on jobs that did not produce a result, then this time was wasted.
Similar statistics can be found, for example, in [6] , where various aspects of computing jobs behavior on the Blue Waters supercomputer are considered, although there is no data on the distribution of job exit states. A more interesting analysis is given in the article [7] , which deals with distributions of jobs of the Kraken supercomputer, including such characteristics as the frequency of cancellation of jobs and the accuracy of setting their the time limits. Another existing solution is based on using XDMoD tool designed for managing of HPC systems [8, 9] .
In these papers, a lot of analyzing results of the job behavior on the largest supercomputers are given, but no conclusions or assumptions are made on how to improve their efficiency. In our work we propose methods for increasing the efficiency of the supercomputer based on the results achieved in communication with the users of Lomonosov-2 supercomputer.
Collecting Information about Job States
We store all the data collected by monitoring system on running and finished jobs, as well as accounting data from SLURM manager, in our single PostgreSQL database. Therefore we only need to filter out needed information and analyze it accordingly. In this study, we analyzed all jobs finished since January 1, 2018 till May 28, 2018. Our goal was to find cases and users whose jobs mostly seems as "abnormal" according to the exit states of their jobs. For each user, a total amount of cpu-hours for his jobs was computed and compared with the amount of cpu-hours for his jobs with particular exit states. We used the following criteria in order to detect users with "abnormal" behavior:
• (amount of cpu-hours for user jobs with COMPLETED state) / (Total amount of cpuhours for this user) < 0.5; • (The same for jobs with CANCELLED or FAILED state) > 0.2;
• (The same for jobs with TIMEOUT state) > 0.2.
If at least one of these criteria was fulfilled, user was asked via email to explain the reasons for such big ratio of jobs with not COMPLETED state. We sent personalized statistics about jobs in emails to help users to better understand our interest. We chose thresholds for these criteria empirically, using our experience and expectations. This process was repeated for each of 3 main partitions of Lomonosov-2 supercomputer, because different partitions have specific limits and different sets of jobs running on them. Therefore, several users were emailed more than once with questions about different partitions.
We detected 97 cases of criteria triggering, each case was a unique combination of user name and supercomputer partition. Since we are interested in analyzing overall statistics on the behavior of the whole supercomputer, there is no need to analyze small cases, so we filtered out ones with less than 20 000 cpu-hours. It resulted in 65 cases for 53 different users; an email was sent for each of these cases. It should be noted that these users cover the majority of the Lomonosov-2 usage -these users have consumed 85% of cpu-hours provided by the supercomputer during the considered time period.
Most of the users received only 1 email, but there were 8 users that received 2 emails (concerning 2 different partitions) and 2 users was asked questions about all our partitions, therefore each received 3 emails.
In found cases all 3 criteria were triggered 23 times, only 2 criteria -26 times and 17 times only one criteria was triggered. We sent questions about small ratio of COMPLETED states (first criteria) 47 times, as well as 36 and 52 questions about big ratio of CANCELLED+FAILED and TIMEOUT states, accordingly.
Analysis of Job State Information
After collecting the information on the job states from the users, the next step is to analyze the obtained data. We received answers from 39 users out of 53 (74% users responded). The responded users were responsible for 56.5% of all CPU hours consumed by all users during the considered time period (between Jan 1 and May 28). It seems to be a good result since there were no obligations to provide feedback answering our questions.
We grouped all the answers from the users based on the job state (TIMEOUT, CANCELLED and FAILED states) and the reason for such job behavior. Further the statistics for each state is described.
TIMEOUT Job State
We received the most number of answers about big ratio of TIMEOUT job state -32 users responded. The majority of these users (21 of 32) noticed that such behavior was absolutely normal for their jobs since the current time limit for job execution was not enough for them. In this case a user ran the job till the time limit and created a control point, so he could continue the calculation from that point in the next job run.
Many of users intentionally going for the time limit showed us that we needed to distinguish such behavior from unintentionally exiting with TIMEOUT job state, since the former was a normal job behavior and the latter could be an indicator of incorrect or inefficient job execution. So, after analyzing this information, we decided to use special option specified for the SLURM resource manager that would be used in Lomonosov-2 supercomputer. Specifying this option, users can explicitly mark that this new job is planned to reach TIMEOUT limit. This will help us in future to divide such cases, leading to more accurate statistics.
Deep Analysis of Job State Statistics on Lomonosov-2 Supercomputer
Next, 7 users mentioned that they had not correctly estimated the time needed for job execution; 2 of them added that they had already fixed that issue, and 4 of them said that the problem was most likely related to the issues with the used software package.
Another 4 users admitted that the TIMEOUT job state was due to inefficient software implementation bad parallelization, outdated software, packages working surprisingly inefficiently on Lomonosov-2 supercomputer. This is a good opportunity for optimization since it will help users to conduct experiments faster, and to increase the overall efficiency of the supercomputer as well.
The last 7 of 32 users said that the reason for many of their jobs to be finished with TIMEOUT job state was that they evaluated new methods and approaches. In this case it is hard to deal with these issues, since the problem is not technical but more of semantic kind.
CANCELLED Job State
We received response from 24 users about big ratio of jobs with CANCELLED job state. 10 of them said that, as in the case of TIMEOUT state, this situation was completely normal. It was dictated by the specifics of such jobs: it was impossible to predict when the calculation is completed in advance, so users had to specify bigger time limit. And when users decided that the needed computational goal was achieved, they manually canceled the job, since after that moment there would be no useful work done. Since such job behavior is normal, it would be useful to divide this scenario from other types of cancelled jobs; but as for now, there is no simple way to accurately identify it.
Other types of jobs with CANCELLED job state are the following. 13 users stated that they needed debugging job launches, but the reasons were different -it could be rather a test launch in order to check the correctness of planned experiment or an evaluation of new method or approach. The main optimization that can be done in this situation is to reduce the number of test launches in the main working partitions of the supercomputer -in our case, a special test partition should be used. Since it seems that in some cases users do not use this test partition on purpose, it is probably necessary to adjust the quotas and time limits for this partition to better suit the needs of users.
It is worth mentioning separately the interesting response of the last user. This user said that, due to the quotas on the maximum number of jobs running on the Lomonosov-2 supercomputer, he sometimes needed to cancel less priority jobs in order to be able to launch more priority jobs. This situation requires a more detailed discussion with the user -maybe this could be a signal to system administrators to adjust the quotas and policies.
FAILED Job State
The information about failed jobs is usually the most useful for us since it covers most of the situations that we can potentially fix. We received answers from 19 users which can be grouped into 5 different types.
5 users claimed that their jobs failed due to different system problems like compute node fails or issues with MPI library. This is exactly the situation where we as system administrators need to take prompt actions. Modern supercomputers are very big and complex, so such issues are going to happen in any way, therefore our goal is to eliminate such problems as quickly as D. Nikitenko, Vad. Voevodin, S. Zhumatiy possible and take prophylactic measures trying to minimize the frequency of occurrence of such errors.
The problems on the user software side were the main reasons of failed jobs, as stated by the biggest group of the responders (7 out of 19). As in the case of inefficient implementation mentioned in subsection 3.1, it is desirable to interact with such users in order to detect the root causes of these problems and to correct and optimize their applications, which will lead to the increase of supercomputer useful utilization and help users to conduct experiments more effectively.
Next, 2 users stated that there were some system problems that led to failed jobs, but at the moment they were fixed by the supercomputer support team. In such case there is no need to take any action.
As mentioned by 3 more users, the big ratio of failed jobs in their cases was caused by the need for many test launches. As in the case of cancelled jobs, we should try to reduce the number of such launches by convincing users to use test partitions created specifically for this goal.
The last type of responses is quite unusual in our opinion. 2 users said the FAILED job state was a completely normal situation that could appear in software they were using. On the one hand, this situation should be fixed because FAILED job state should be only used in case of some errors occurred, but here it is used to label normal behavior. On the other hand, this is usually quite difficult to change the behavior of large and complex user software, especially with some ready-to-use packages involved. In any case, such information is a subject for further detailed study and discussion with the users.
Conclusions and Future Work
Many of the jobs with TIMEOUT and CANCELLED states appeared to be inefficient by the application nature and implementation peculiarities, that was proved by our users -jobs owners. So this illustrates the necessity for system support to work on improving the efficiency of supercomputer applications together with their owners.
It is revealed, that the ratio of COMPLETED state jobs which are usually considered as successful runs, is lower than can be expected. Some jobs just cannot finish with such state because of their specifics, for example, the jobs that compute until they meet timeout and are marked as TIMEOUT by state. It means that there is at least a good way to provide a SLURM option for the users that can mark the job as considered to be run until the timeout. This would allow subtracting these jobs from suspicious jobs category. Then, it would be reasonable to adjust currently used job statistics, splitting the TIMEOUT and CANCELLED categories in two groups each.
Many user applications are based on common packages and libraries. It seems a good idea to check the correlation of all revealed cases with the usage of these popular software packages and libraries. This would allow us detecting similar problems that experience different users and workgroups. This work is planned to be done using XALT tool designed for collecting job-level information about used libraries, modules and executables [10] .
Another interesting way of future research related to the obtained results is to automate the process of getting user feedback. This can be developed as a special service of currently used Octoshell system [11] which is used for our supercomputer center workflow management. It could provide reports and surveys with statistics of the job states, enriched with more detailed data on Deep Analysis of Job State Statistics on Lomonosov-2 Supercomputer job resource utilization, revealed efficiency-related anomalies [12] , used software packages and libraries, etc.
